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Abstract
The study was conducted to examine to what extent speaking exercises/activities of the
textbook which was used in SDN Pakis 02 Bringin embodies the communicative activities
proposed by Richards and Rodgers (2006). The English textbook that was being analyzed
entitle Permata, Pendorong Kreatifitas Belajar Siswa volume 6 for 2nd semester (Surya
Badra Team, 2012). The focus of the study was to analyze the speaking exercises/activities
inside the English textbook. The findings showed that the speaking exercises/activities did
not really represent the concept of communicative activities. Besides, the speaking
exercises/activities were considered not communicative enough to be used in teaching and
learning English based on its group-individual work, its degree of fluency-accuracy and its
meaningful-mechanical practice.
Keywords: group work, individual work, fluency, accuracy, meaningful practice, mechanical
practice

Introduction
As English is known as an international language, it is considered important to many
countries, including Indonesia, to bring English in the school curriculum. By employing
English as one of the subjects to be taught in school, materials such textbooks are needed. A
textbook plays an important role in English language teaching and learning, particularly in
the English as Foreign Language (EFL) classroom where it provides the primary (perhaps
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only) form of linguistic input (Kim & Hall, 2002). For me that it is clear that the teachers and
the students who do not have textbook with them during the teaching learning activities will
not be able to follow the lesson well. In the other words the lack of textbook in teaching and
activities can create the less success of teaching and learning. Since English is only an
elective course in Indonesian elementary schools, there are no clear guidelines for the
teachers to contemplate which materials or textbook that they should use. Therefore, every
elementary English teacher has given a full authority to evaluate and to choose the best
materials for the course to suit the students‟ need of learning. Textbook evaluation is an
important thing and one of the parts of teacher‟s professionalism (Nugroho, 2008). However,
this could be a problem when the teachers or the schools did not evaluate the English
textbook before selecting it. Thus, as a student of English Department, pre-service teacher
education programs in Satya Wacana Christian University, this has become my motivation to
do a textbook evaluation.
The main reason why I conducted this study was actually derived from my own
experience. I have been volunteering myself to teach English in SDN Pakis 02 Bringin for
some times. The previous teachers had left many guidance books, and I was prepared to
follow what they had already done for the school. Unfortunately those various and interesting
sources of books were limited for teacher only, and there were not enough books for the
students. The students were only given one book, and that was a requirement from the school
that they had to purchase this certain book. The headmaster of SDN Pakis 02 Bringin once
told me that the reason why the school chose this textbook was because of its low cost.
Besides, most of the elementary public schools in that district (Bringin) also used the book.
Based on Peraturan Menteri no 23 (2006) “the standard competence of graduates of
English for elementary school level is in the form of spoken of language accompanying
action, in which English became the medium of communication of the most recent and
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current topic in daily basis situation.” From the statement above, I can infer that the
highlight of the curriculum in English teaching and learning processes in elementary school is
the communicative competence. Besides, in line with Badan Standar Nasional Pendidikan
(BSNP, 2006) the ability that was expected to be acquired by the students covers their
interactional skill using English as the medium of communication in order to prepare their
upcoming learning in Junior high school. It means that the Indonesian government wanted the
teacher to give more attention to the students‟ communicative skill. Then so, in order to be
successful in encouraging the students to develop their interactional and talkative skill, a
good communicative textbook is needed. However, the question whether or not the
material/exercises in the textbook has qualified the expectation of communicative
competence like what the government stated has not known. In accordance to the statements
above, I was thrilled to know whether or not the textbook used in SDN Pakis 02 Bringin were
equipped with communicative materials/exercises which support the students to improve their
communicative competence.
Accordingly, this study wanted to try to answer the following question: To what
extent speaking exercises/activities of the textbook which was used in SDN Pakis 02 Bringin,
has really met the notion of communicative activities proposed by Richards (2007)? The
focus of this study was on the speaking exercises/activities. The result of this study was
expected to be useful for anyone involved in English Teaching in elementary school. Through
this study, I supposed the English teachers and also people who labor in English Education
would have a better understanding of the English textbook that was used, and whether the
textbook really in accordance to the need of the students and whether the textbook in
agreement with the expectation of communicative skill that was to be achieved. Hopefully
this study would be advantageous for the teachers or everybody involved in English teaching
and learning, particularly to young learners. I hope this study could also make a contribution
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to further research about English textbook evaluation in Indonesia, especially textbook for
elementary school students
.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Richards (2007) in his book mentioned that “communicative competence was the
ability of knowing what to say and how to say it appropriately based on the situation, the
participants, and their roles and intentions” (p.3). In line with this definition, there should be
materials, exercises, and activities which support the students to develop their communicative
competence. Materials in communicative language teaching should promote communicative
language in classroom activities that would be best to support the teaching and learning
processes. Based on the theory, the main communicative activity types that would be in
accordance to enhance the students‟ communicative competences were described as follow:
1. Pair and group work would be the main activities to be done in class so that there
would be communication practice between learners in the target language, those
activities could be in the form of social interaction games, role-play, information
gap, jigsaw and simulations.
2. Fluency task should be more emphasized rather than accuracy task; however both of
the tasks were important to be considered in designing the activities. The tasks
included should be authentic text, in which the characteristic of the task must refers
to the use in teaching of texts, photographs, video selections, and other teaching
resources that were not specially prepared for pedagogical purposes
3. Meaningfulness practice should be more emphasized rather than mechanical practice
in the material and tasks provided. The activities mostly should be focused on
meaning rather than form.
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Richards in his book supported what Littlewood has described in his journal about
communicative activities. Littlewood (2004) classify the communicativeness of activity into
several themes which comprises a five-category continuum with varying degrees of
focus on forms and/or meaning. We can see the continuum below:

Figure 1: Littlewood‟s Continuum of Communicativeness of activities (2004:322)

In terms of the dual distinctions mentioned above, the five categories relate to a
progression from clearly defined exercises (or enabling tasks) to clearly defined tasks (or
communicative tasks), passing though middle categories which possess features of both
(p.323). At the left of the diagram, non-communicative learning involves the strongest focus
on forms. It includes, for example, uncontextualized grammar exercises, substitution drills,
and pronunciation drills. As we move to the right into column 2, pre-communicative
language practice still focuses primarily on formal features, but also oriented towards
meaning. An example of this is the familiar „question-and-answer‟ practice, in whicih the
teacher asks questions to which everyone knows the answer but the student cannot answer
without paying attention to the meaning of the words. The structured communication and
authentic communication will be reached if the exercises or the activities engaged all of the
features in the learning process.
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To sum up all, the best textbook activities, in this case the speaking exercises/activities,
should give more concern on the communicative orientation rather than the structured
orientation in which the activities would match best with the need of the students‟ learning
(Rodgers, 2007).

The Study
Research Question
To what extent speaking exercises/activities of the textbook which was used in SDN Pakis 02
Bringin, has really met the notion of CLT principles proposed by Richard and Rodgers
(2001)?
Context of the Study
The research was in the domain of a descriptive research, which was used to establish
the existence of phenomena by explicitly describing them. In this research the phenomenon
that I aimed to describe explicitly is the commercial English textbook entitled “PERMATA,
Pendorong Kreatifitas Belajar Siswa” volume 6, which currently used in SDN Pakis 02
Bringin. The focus of this research was on the speaking exercises/activities. Moreover, this
research was also in the domain of an applied research, since the purpose of the research was
to solve an immediate and practical problem. The analysis discovered whether or not the
textbook which were claimed to follow the current School-Based Curriculum, were really in
accordance to the notions of communicative competence by Richards (2007).

Instrument of Data Collection
The sample of the study in this research was an English textbook used in SDN Pakis
02 entitled “PERMATA, Pendorong Kreatifitas Belajar Siswa” volume 6 which published by
CV Surya Badra. The reason why I chose the textbook was because the textbook also
currently used by many elementary schools in Bringin district.
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Data Analysis Procedures
There were 5 units which included 10 speaking exercises/activities in the textbook.
Firstly, I made six criteria based on the theory. And then I made a checklist table to group the
emerging themes and the activities.
Table 1
List of the selected exercises/activities from the textbook
No

Criteria

1

Group work

2

Individual work

3

Fluency

4

Accuracy

5

Meaning-focused

6

Form-focused

Number of Activities

Total out of 10

After grouping the activities, I counted the total number of exercises/activities based on the
emerging theme. Next, I represented the data into bar graph to make the data display easier to
be read.
Table 2
Bar Graph of represented exercises / activity

form
meaning
Type of activities

accuracy
fluency
individual
group
0

2

4

6

7

8

10

12

I grouped six themes above to be three emerging themes for the analysis, such as pair versus
group work, fluency versus accuracy, and meaningful practice versus mechanical practice.
And finally the result of the study would be presented in the discussion part of this paper.

Findings
This study was aimed to know to what extent speaking exercises/activities of the
textbook which were used in SDN Pakis 02 Bringin has met the notion of communicative
activities proposed by Richards (2007). Figure 3 below illustrate the representation of the
data of speaking exercises/activities:

form
meaning
Type of activities

accuracy
fluency
individual
group

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

Figure 3 : The representation of speaking exercises/activities from the textbook
As seen from the bar graph above, it is clearly shown that there was no group work and there
were no such meaning-focused exercises/activities in the textbook. Besides, the large number
of fluency and form-meaning activities indicates that the textbooks used in this study failed to
contemplate the communicative competence in their speaking exercises/activities. Further
explanation about the findings will be described below:
1. Group-work vs. Individual-work
From 10 speaking exercises/activities in the textbook which I have analyzed, all the
assignments were individual work. Richards (2007) underlines that group work / pair
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activities would benefit the learning processes as the communication happens between the
learners which would increase their motivation in speaking and learning the target language.
It means that by having the assignment in group, the students are encouraged to talk to each
other, and it is expected to be carried out in the target language. However there were no
group work activities in the textbook. Here is one example of the task:

(Figure 4: Question and Answer exercise, Permata English textbook, 2012, p.45)

From the speaking exercise as shown in Figure 4, the instruction is clear that the students
were supposed to answer the question using the words provided by textbook. But how would
they have the chance to communicate the language if they were only asked to answer
questions yet barely practice them in real communication with their peer? Although the
students might use Bahasa Indonesia rather than English to speak with their friends, but the
possibility to use English could not be ignored. This could be seen from the other activity in
form of crossword under the speaking skill topic below:
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(Figure 5: Crossword puzzle exercise, Permata English textbook, 2012, p.30)

Obviously the writer of the textbook equipped the book with a crossword game, and this
information gap activity could give the students valuable communicative practice if it was
properly designed and presented (Freeman, 2000). However, the textbook labeled the activity
to be done as “individual work” instead of group work. Once again, how could they not
recognize that it would be much better to make the best use of the game to make the students
interact and communicate in the target language?
As Richards (2001) argues that the collaborative learning also applied in
communicative approach, there should be an interaction, either between learners or learners
and the teacher. Interaction normally involved input and learner production because learners
could not simply listen to input. Rather, they must be active conversational participants who
interact and negotiate the type of input they received. The learners make changes in their
language as they interact or “negotiate meaning” with each other. This was to avoid
conversational trouble or when trouble occurred. In this way, the interaction functioned like a
medium which promoted language acquisition. This theory is widely known as Long‟s
“Interaction Hypothesis” (1983).
Unfortunately, the data found that there was no group work to be done by the students
in the textbook. Therefore, the textbook did not have communicative exercises/activities, in
which the includes activities that engage communication which involves the frequent
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interaction among learners to exchange information and solve problems (Canale and Swain as
cited in Richards, 2007).
2. Fluency vs. Accuracy
The findings show that there were only 2 fluency exercises out of 10. The other 8
activities can be categorized as accuracy tasks. Whereas one of the goals to achieve
communicative activities is to develop fluency (Brown as cited in Richards, 2007). To
accomplish excessive fluency level, the accuracy speaking exercises/activities sometimes also
needed in order to help the students create meaningful communication practices. Fluency
activities reflect the real world-tasks, for example dialogs or questions-answers conversation,
which encourage the students to produce language that might not be predictable. Meanwhile,
accuracy activities display the tasks with focus on the formation of correct examples of
language and reflected classroom use of language.

(Figure 6: Speaking activity, Permata English textbook, 2012, p.25)

From the activity above, the students should create command after given a pair of picture and
verb. According to Littlejohn, A., and D. Hicks as cited in Richards (1996), this type of task
would encourage the students to pick various names of the subject and different forms from
one student to another. From the speaking activities written in Permata textbook, only 2out of
10 such fluency activities were displayed. The rest of the speaking activities in the textbook
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actually could be categorized as a non-communicative learning in which the activities include
repetition drill and focus on pronunciation drill (Littlewood, 2004).

(Figure 7: Speaking activity, Permata English textbook, 2012, p.14)

From the speaking activity as shown in Figure 7, the students were asked to listen and repeat
the teacher‟s sayings. Nonetheless, Rodgers et al (2001) argued that speaking activities
should by best designed with emphasis on fluency tasks rather than accuracy tasks. Based on
the data found, as we could take one example from Figure 7, the speaking activity could be
included as accuracy activities. These types of activity are categorized as mechanical practice
activities mentioned by Richard et al (p.17).
For these reasons, I was certain that the fluency and accuracy tasks in the textbook did
not represent as good examples of speaking exercises because they could be done
individually without achieving real communication between the learners. Moreover, the
speaking exercises/activities in the textbook clearly could not be classified as an “authentic”
material because there were no aids such as cultural texts, photographs, video selections, and
other AVA resources that were not specially prepared for pedagogical purposes (Richards
2001). As I have mentioned earlier that most of the speaking exercises/activities were only
repetition drill and substitution drill, the textbook obviously did not qualify the
communicative competence that I have concluded before. It seems for me that the textbook is
also against the student-centered role, because that the speaking exercises/activities mainly
employ the teacher as the center role of the classroom learning.
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3. Meaningful Practice vs. Mechanical Practice
The findings show that there were no meaning-focused exercises. Richard (2007,
p.18) mentioned in his book, “Meaningful practice refers to an activity where language
control is still provided but where students are required to make meaningful choices when
carrying out practice.” From this statement I can infer that grammar is still noticed, yet the
focus is on how the students use the pattern or how they choose the pattern to be used in
creating sentences in the real practice communication.

(Figure 8: Speaking activity, Permata English textbook, 2012, p.45)

From the activity above, the textbook only expected the students to repeat the
sentences after the teacher in the grammar box. As I have explained in the previous
paragraphs, these types of tasks represented mechanical practice that says “It is a controlled
practice activity which students can successfully carry out without necessarily understanding
the language they are using.” (CLT Today, 2007, p.16). Drawn from these statements, I think
that the textbook has failed to provide a proper speaking activity to engage the students in a
meaningful practice because speaking exercises/activities in the textbook only focused on
mechanical practices. If only the writer of the textbook gave other various examples to use
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modals, and may be an activity to be practiced with their partners, the meaningfulness
practice would be accomplished. Another activity below shows how the creator of the
textbook failed to put serious attention in carrying the communication into practice:

(Figure 9: Speaking activity, Permata English textbook, 2012, p.34)

From the speaking activity as shown in Figure 9, again the students were asked to
only listen and then repeat the teacher‟s sayings. Such repetition drill exercises in the
textbook only focused on the rightfulness to say the sentences and the correct pattern of the
sentences. Although it is okay to focus on the form (Doughty and Long, 2003) but my
question is how the students would recognize the correct pattern if they did not have partners
to practice and communicate.
To sum up, the fact that one of communicative competence required the material to
encourage the students in such an activity which offered meaningful practices, the speaking
exercises/activities in the Permata English textbook clearly did not meet the communicative
activities which stated “the meaningfulness principle includes learners who are engaged in
activities that promote authentic and meaningful use of language.” (p.16).
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Conclusion
The findings of this study revealed that the speaking exercises/activities in Permata
English textbook volume 6 used in SDN Pakis 02 Bringin published by CV Surya Badra, did
not fully meet up with the communicative activities proposed by Richards (2007). Based on
the data gathered and analyzed, I introduced three reasons why the textbook did not really
meet the notions:
1. The speaking exercises/activities of Permata English textbook (2012) did not
support the students‟ communicative competence because all of the activities
provided inside the textbook were individual work instead of group work.
2. The speaking exercises/activities of Permata English textbook (2012) did not
support the students‟ communicative competence because most of the speaking
exercises/activities in the textbook focused on accuracy rather than fluency.
3. The speaking exercises/activities of Permata English textbook (2012) did not
support the students‟ communicative competence because all of the speaking
exercises/activities gave emphasis on mechanical practice in place of meaningful
practice.
From the study, the result shows that the speaking exercises/activities in the textbook were
considered not communicative enough to be used in learning English, especially for students
in SDN Pakis 02 Bringin.
However, the findings of this study have limitations. The limitation is that I only
analyzed the speaking exercises/activities of Permata English textbook for sixth graders of
elementary school students. The reason why I chose to analyze the speaking
exercises/activities of Permata English textbook was due to the limited time I had. Therefore,
having an adequate amount of time available, I hoped that further research would be able to
analyze more than one textbook and more activities for elementary school students. Another
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reason why I conducted this study was regarding to my concern about the lack of good
quality textbooks for elementary school students, especially in SDN Pakis 02 Bringin where I
taught English. I strongly agree with what Grant said that "the perfect textbook does not exist,
but the best book available for you and your students certainly does" (cited in Darmadeth
2009: 46). Even though there are no perfect textbook, but there are always a suitable textbook
for everyone if we really know the goal and the need that is to be achieved.
I hoped the results of this study would be a benefit for whoever involved in English
Teaching in elementary school. As for the creators of English textbook for elementary
students, they should consider more on how the activities in the textbook will support the
students in learning English successfully. Creative exercises and activities are expected to be
provided due to the elementary students‟ nature of learning. This also becomes the concern
of the schools and teachers, that they should select the textbook used carefully. Further
research on English textbook for elementary school students is also needed in order to know
which textbooks suit the need of teaching and learning English.
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